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Abstract7

The mission planning of earth satellite observation generally refers to the optimized use of8

satellites’ payloads. According to relevant experiences in project construction, this paper puts9

forth the concept of the integrated hub-style mission planning on the basis of consumers’10

satisfaction and data’s timeliness. This concept takes the ground processing center as the11

integrated service point, and data demands of difference levels of users as the driving force. It12

fully considers the practical problems like station resources construction lag and data13

transmission link frequency interference conflicts, reasonably plan the satellite payloads data14

reception stations resources, monitor and control resources and data processing resources, so15

as to implement the remote sensing data from a data request, overall planning, telecontrol,16

data acquisition, data processing and the unified distribution in the whole process of mission17

planning model. This model effectively solves the problems like the difficulty to match single18

satellite programming model with user demands, and the low efficiency of resource use.19

Besides, the paper seeks to explore relevant elements, technology and techniques which are20

necessary in such mission planning.The author thinks that from the vintage point of systems21

engineering, the commercialization of satellite observation products requires the full-cycle22

integrated mission planning that covers the period from the beginning of a user’s order to the23

distribution of final data products, among which dispatching satellites’ payloads is only one of24

important links. During the cycle, activities and constraints related to land support systems25

and other elements should also be taken into consideration.26

27

Index terms— mission planning, land observation satellite, hub-style, full-cycle, frequency interference,28
overall planning.29
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3 II. THE FULL-CYCLE MISSION PLANNING A) FULFILLMENT OF
FULL-CYCLE SATELLITE APPLICATION MISSION

from a data request, overall planning, telecontrol, data acquisition, data processing and the unified distribution41
in the whole process of mission planning model. This model effectively solves the problems like the difficulty to42
match single satellite programming model with user demands, and the low efficiency of resource use. Besides,43
the paper seeks to explore relevant elements, technology and techniques which are necessary in such mission44
planning. The author thinks that from the vintage point of systems engineering, the commercialization of45
satellite observation products requires the full-cycle integrated mission planning that covers the period from46
the beginning of a user’s order to the distribution of final data products, among which dispatching satellites’47
payloads is only one of important links. During the cycle, activities and constraints related to land support48
systems and other elements should also be taken into consideration. The comprehensive consideration including49
points of data acquisition, processing, archiving and distribution will make mission planning more complicated,50
which needs to be studied theoretically and practically. The full-cycle and integrated hub-style mission planning51
coordinates with national policy of civil remote sensing satellites. It is of great significance to deliver remote52
sensing products with high quality and high timeliness to every professional user through remote sensing data53
planning and major processing points, which demonstrates in two aspects. The first aspect is that it helps to54
achieve the win-win situation where different users get what they want and the state reduces investment in55
this field. The other one is that it is facile to monitor various satellite data and in return promote technology56
advancement of satellite processing and construction, which eventually stimulates the development and progress57
of aerospace remote sensing technology.58

2 Introduction59

ecause of its superiority in data acquisition, the observation satellite is playing a crucial role in all aspects60
of social development. With the maturity of satellite manufacture technology and constant development of61
aerospace equipment, China is applying Earth observation satellites in a more commercialized way. Thus, with the62
help of mission planning, how to maximize resources utility and users’ satisfaction through overall management63
of producing of land observation products? At present, both at home and abroad satellite mission planning64
technology has received mass attention and has achieved admirable success in this field though, the concept of65
mission planning has been confined to the optimized operation of satellite payloads [1][2][3]. This paper from66
the aspect of systematic engineering, holds that the commercialization of satellite observation products requires67
the full-cycle integrated mission planning from users’ requests to the final data distributed to users, of which the68
scheduling of satellite payloads is just one of important links. Besides, we should consider activities and constraints69
associated with the ground support systems and other factors including the deadline of distributing products70
to customers, the meteorology of observing regions, the constraints on the capability of satellite payloads, the71
limit of ground data transmission capability, the task allocation and the effective use of the distributed ground72
receiving systems, the flexibility of handling changes and unexpected events, and the frequency interference73
between different ground links. The whole management of data collection, processing, archiving and distribution74
make mission planning even more complicated, which needs to be explored further theoretically and practically,75
so that a number of elements should be considered, and a set of advanced techniques should be referred to.76

3 II. The Full-cycle Mission Planning a) Fulfillment of full-cycle77

satellite application mission78

A fulfilled satellite application mission is a circulating from the submission of users’ requests to the distribution79
of data products. As shown in the chart 1, the process is as follows.80

? Provide users with satellite observation planning through the Internet;81
? Receive users’ observation request through the Internet and the like; ? Preliminarily examine the feasibility82

of users’ requests; ? Put users’ requests into the payloads planning optimization module to avoid the conflict in83
resource use; ? Transform the planning results into remote commands towards satellite payloads;84

? Check availability of other resources related to data acquisition, such as TDRSS satellites; ? The planning85
of ground support activities, including moderation made by the availability of resources and priority of different86
missions, to the scheduling of ground receiving activities, the data processing, and the scheduling of data87
distribution;88

? Acquire, receive and process data;89
? Send situations feedback to users;90
? Archive and distribute data products;91
? Users receive ordered products. Among the steps above, (4) and (7), where resources use conflicts are most92

likely to happen thus mission planning is needed, are of the greatest importance. Traditional satellite mission93
planning always focuses on step (4). The result of planning corresponds to the sequence of satellites’ observation94
activities, which is described in the nest section.95

b) The traditional concept of satellite mission planning Traditional satellite planning, usually interpreted as96
optimal use of satellite payloads, aims to schedule the space-borne sensor resources and specific time for each97
observation activity on the basis of the constraints on satellite payloads and requirements for observing missions,98
in order to maximize users’ satisfaction. Relevant constraints should be considered by traditional planning99
include:100
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? The constraint of satellite system’s capability ? Elements, including energy and power, the number and101
the type of sensors, capacity of data storage, and the time to change the angle of side-sway, would hinder the102
performance of observations.103

? The constraint of the time window104
? When satellites observe objects or transmit initial data down to the land reception station, all tasks should105

be finished within limited time window. Some objects could not be observed. ? The constraint of weather106
conditions ? For example, visible light shooting has strict restraints on cloud thickness. ? Special requirements107
for certain missions Special constraints like periodical or paired observations are needed in some missions.108

Traditional mission planning could only decide when to acquire initial data, while it could not determine109
whether the acquired data could be transferred to land stations without delay, or when the data could be processed110
and distributed to users successfully. As land observation satellites undergo the transition from experimental111
use to more practical and commercial use, users have more strict requirements on the quality of data products112
and the efficiency of collecting those products, for example, at some users’ request, the time span, from high113
resolution imaging of the targets to the submission of data products should be less than a few hours. Typically the114
stricter the requirements are, the more profits are achieved by observing missions. Finally, application systems of115
land observation satellites shall provide consumers with continuous information service instead of occasional data116
products. However, traditional satellite mission planning cannot fulfill this kind of task. To solve the problem,117
this paper introduces the concept of full-cycle mission planning.118

4 c) The intension of full-cycle mission planning119

From the perspective of systematic engineering, full-cycle mission planning considers the whole process of satellite120
application task, including data acquisition, downlink, processing and distribution, as integral. By scheduling all121
activities in a integrated way, the planning J e XIV Issue VII Version I endeavors to maximize users’ satisfaction122
and satellites’ use efficiency. Highlighting the quality of service, the fullcycle mission planning fully considers123
users’ requirements on products, which contributes to commercialization of satellite data products and users’124
satisfaction.125

Compared to traditional mission planning, some other elements should be added in the full-cycle mission126
planning:127

? The change of distribution system128
? While the ground support system is previously designed, the distribution system can be changed all the129

time. In that way, the service for consumers and the planning should be more flexible.130
? The mechanism of ground support system131
? The ground support system usually comprises a number of land stations with similar functions and processing132

centers. Its planning also requires coordination and distributed handling, and also involves specific constraints.133
? The connection to the external data communication network134
? Data distribution requires a communication network covering large areas, which is also a part of the fullcycle.135

Therefore, special requirements and constraints towards the connection between ground support system and136
communication network are involved.137

5 ? Automatic operation and operating cost saving138

The trend of modern technology development is to save operating cost by promoting automation of operations,139
while weighing automation against technical risks. To achieve the goal of full-cycle mission planning, we can140
make full use of the progressive technology satellite payloads, for example, the solid-state storage devices with141
large capacity can increase the flexibility of data recording and downlinking, efficient power usage can prolong142
the service cycle of certain equipments, TDSSR satellites can improve amount of sent-back data, and technology143
of mass data downlinking at high speed improves the ability of missions accomplishment. At the same time, the144
scope of traditional mission planning shall be extended. Planning technology needed to be innovated, and only145
by combining hard technology and soft technology can maximize the profits. The following section will mainly146
describe the full-cycle mission planning from the perspective of soft technology.147

6 III.148

7 Elements to Realize Full-cycle Mission Planning a) User149

interface150

User interface is the direct channel of communication between users and satellite application systems. Fine151
user interface can enhance users’ satisfaction of the service. Firstly, user interface should provide users with152
convenient consulting product database. When current database can meet users’ requests, the interface then153
should permit them to download the data. When existing products fail to meet users’ needs, the interface could154
supply standard formats and effective guidance for user’s inputting new observation requests, so that the full-155
cycle mission planning can analyze the request and extracting mission-related information. Secondly, in view of156
different locations of the data users, the interface should apply distributed features, that is, the service meant for157
users’ terminal should have a unified view that does not change with locations. What is more, to satisfy the need158
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9 C) THE PLANNING OF SATELLITE PAYLOADS

of near-real-time products, more customer service centers can be established in accordance with the layout of159
data storage, processing centers and ground stations. Data products are distributed by external communication160
network. Users can constantly submit orders or receive data products in a recycled way by the same network [4].161

In addition, when the system is handling their requests, the interface should allow users to keep track of162
the progress. In particular, the cancellation of order and false information must be fed back to users in time.163
Thus, the interface should encompass monitoring mechanism of contingency in data distribution as well as the164
identification of the infeasible requests.165

8 b) The identification of missions and constraints166

Identifying all detailed requirement and related constraints is the premise of full-cycle mission planning. Users’167
observation orders may vary, so different satellite resources and different constraints are involve. For example,168
some users demands visible light imaging, indicating that the image should be taken by visible light imaging169
satellites under favorable sunlight conditions; some users may require all-weather observation, where SAR170
satellites are used. Some global scale missions require regular target observation and data downlink in every171
circle of satellites’ flight to obtain continuous data products, where satellites with low resolution can manage.172
But in regional missions, it is satellites with high resolution that implement observation and downlink the data to173
ground station or TDRSS satellites. Requirements for the service are always changing, among which the near-real174
-time trait becomes the main constraint in the planning of data acquisition, processing and distribution.175

9 c) The planning of satellite payloads176

It is difficult to figure out a unified model and an efficient scheduling algorithm of multi-type satellites and their177
payloads based on constraints in satellite payloads planning. To give prominence of the advantages of fullcycle178
mission planning, it is necessary to schedule the various satellites in a unified and coordinated way. As for179
the different operating constraints of various satellites, such as visible light imaging satellites and SAR imaging180
satellites, they have to be described in a unified form in the integrated planning schedule model.181

There are other aspects in scheduling algorithm need considering. If we simply follow the principle of First182
Come First Served, we may obtain a feasible solution, but it may not maximize the profits or users’ satisfaction.183
The planning of satellite payloads is a combinatorial optimization problem with NP trait, which suggests that it184
is difficult to attend both the time constraint and the optimal solution of the algorithm. Therefore, the scheduling185
algorithm ought to strike a balance between solution performance and solution time to satisfy users’ requirements186
in terms of the priority and time span of different observing missions.187

d) The planning of ground support systems According to its structure, mission planning of ground support188
system can be divided into two stages-data processing and control center stage and distributed ground stations189
stage. Stage two after preliminarily processing the data downlinked from satellites, sends the data to the former190
stage, and then the former processes data again and delivers final products to users. The planning cycle of stage191
one is rather longer (1~2 days), while the cycle of stage two depends on the circle of the satellite. The planning192
of two stages have to solve all conflicts in resource utilization related to data processing and distribution, as well193
as allow addition, revision and deletion of specific data products. A good number of departments and links are194
involved in the problem of ground support system planning, of which the scheduling of data processing is quite195
crucial. Because the same processing chains need to tackle offline missions, such as the additional processing of196
products and the disposition of overstocked missions, at the interval of finishing nearreal-time data processing197
missions.198

Furthermore, other elements should be considered in the scheduling of data processing, for instance, the test199
of capacity and feasibility of data processing chains, the allocation of the operating loads to different processors,200
and the automation of mission planning. The large number of products also contributes to the complexity of201
ground support planning, let alone the combination of processing and distribution of the products, which resulted202
from the different types of data processing activities (including near-real-time processing, offline processing, and203
overstocked mission handling), the site of data process(generally there are several data processing centers or204
stations.), the type of products(including regular products of global missions or occasional products of regional205
mission), the media for data distribution(such as solid-state recorders, wireless broadcast communication links,206
and multicast links), and the targets of data distribution(users or processing and control centers). The aspects207
of ground support systems mentioned above add to the difficulty of full cycle satellite land observation mission208
planning. e) Data distribution Data distribution is the last link of full-cycle mission plan. Users’ satisfaction209
largely depends on whether they could receive ordered products within given time. Since the data processing210
center and the user who submits requests are not always at the same place, both near-real-time data products211
and regular mission products are delivered through particular distributed data communication networks. What212
is more, the mass amount of satellite observing data could easily lead to network congestion or interrupt, thus213
may delay users obtaining the products and decrease their satisfaction. Hence compression technique of massive214
information is significant to lessen the total amount without much information loss. After compression, data215
products are saved in remote servers and system will provide operating port to remote users.216

In light of the limited bandwidth and transmission rate of current network system, proper transmission strategy217
and agreement should be reached to accelerate mass information transmission. Generally, data of smaller amount218
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can be transmitted through broadcast communication links with relative low speeds. As for the massive data,219
multicast data links have more advantages. Also, if massive data is required to be transmitted within a rather220
short period, other highspeedy transmission channels can be utilized.221

10 f) Relevant technology and techniques222

A practical full-cycle mission planning software has to be flexible enough to facilitate the addition, moderation,223
and deletion of rules and constraints. Meanwhile, the software needs to maintain interaction with planners,224
while the final decision to solve the conflicts comes to planners. The expert system requires identification and225
authentication mechanism, so it is not applicable to planning and scheduling. Traditional operational researches226
methods like mathematic programming could not manage such a complicated problem either, whether in modeling227
or seeking the proper solution.228

Given the development of planning and scheduling software outside of China, the algorithm of constraint-229
based scheduling is the most feasible. Constraint-based scheduling algorithm transforms scheduling problem into230
Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) in artificial intelligence and applies relative Constraint Programming231
(CP) to modeling and scheduling. CSP problem can be defined by the triple combination of a variable set,232
a variable value set and a constraint set of variable values, and its solution should be a value combination233
of variables that meets all constraints. If required, the given target should be optimized. CP inaugurates234
a highly effective way to solve CSP–its programming language can describe a host of CSP models, and its235
constraints processing example, American GREAS satellite mission planning system employs CP tools, ILOG236
Solver and ILOG Scheduler, developed by French company OLOG, providing moulds of all missions, resources237
and constraints. Here, missions refer to the activities and operations to be conducted, resources are human,238
satellites, sensors and communication bands used in implementation, and constraints are those defining the time239
of mission implement, relationship between missions, and the capacity and availability of resources. Although240
GREAS system does not include the planning for ground support system, its solving approach is a splendid241
reference to full-cycle mission planning. Another point to be stressed–CP technique is different from mathematic242
programming in that the models do not necessarily correspond to the solving algorithms. In other words, the same243
model may have a variety of methods to figure out the solution, including accurate search like branch and bound244
algorithm, and also inaccurate heuristic search such as taboo search, and genetic algorithm. Accordingly we245
can make full use of CP approach to build flexible models in solving complex planning and scheduling problem.246
Meanwhile, we can design by ourselves or borrow other inaccurate search algorithms with outstanding time247
behavior to get satisfactory mission planning based on the exact description of problem traits.248

11 g) Prevention of frequency interference249

At present, most data transmission systems of remote sensing satellites use the X band (8025-8400MHz) for data250
downlink, they march in sunsynchronous polar orbit, their adopt the local time of descending node is 10:30, and251
the data is received by the same ground receiving station network. These similar parameters make frequency252
interference more likely to occur between different data link channel.253

In the past years, one operator corresponds to one specific satellite, however, this mode could not solve the254
problem of frequency interference effectively. Nowadays, the ”hub-style” satellite mission planning can formulate255
plans in advance, and then settle the problem with the optimal solution.256

In accordance with the interference protection threshold of International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the257
calculation and analysis of interference margin of the link can make suggestions to the judgment and prevention258
of data link frequency interference.259

12 IV.260

13 Conclusion261

That the application of observing satellites converts from experimental use to practical use requires the full-cycle262
mission planning of satellite systems and ground support systems as integral. Satellite is just one of the links263
in service to users and the feature of current missions embodies in the stricter requirement on the efficiency and264
quality of data products. New problem about management of the relevant activities around ground support system265
emerges as well. Since it is a long cycling chain from requests submission to products delivery, the monitoring266
and optimization of ground data processing and resource allocation become necessary. Only by viewing the cycle267
chain of production as a whole can we satisfy users’ different requirements of desirable products. When practicing268
full-cycle mission planning, constraint-based scheduling is a favorable method, while more detailed techniques269
shall be further studied.270

In the last a few decades, remote sensing satellites of China have witnessed significant changes, from single271
number to more than a dozen, from universal usage to specialized division. The full-cycle hub-style mission272
planning corresponds to national policy of civil remote sensing satellites, that is, unified planning and centralized273
handling. It is of great significance to timely deliver products of high quality to every professional user through274
remote sensing data planning and major processing points–first, this mode technically resolves the planning and275
optimization problem of numerous satellites; second, it helps to achieve the win-win situation where different276
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13 CONCLUSION

users get what they want and the cost is reduced; third, it keeps supervising and monitoring various satellite data,277
and in turn propels the development of satellite processing and manufacturing techniques, and systematically278
stimulates the development and progress of aerospace remote sensing technology. 1 2

Figure 1:
279
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